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SEPTEMBER 
Until September 29. Dulwich Picture Gallery exhibition. Dutch Flower 

Painting under the patronage of H. E. Mr Jan Herman 
van Roijen the Netherlands Ambassador. 

Until March 15, 1997. Southwark Council's Cuming Museum, Walworth 
Road. Treasure Houses display of unique, bizarre and 
exotic objects found in the borough of Southwark. 
Tuesday to Saturday, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

Sunday, September 15. Dulwich Festival (Friday, September 20 to 29) 
opening with a Party In The Park on September 15. 

Saturday, September 21. Open Day at the rebuilt St. Barnabas Church, 
Calton Avenue. All welcome. 10 a. m - 6 p. m. 

Saturday, September 21. Orienteering. Dulwich Park Ranger Kids organise 
Thought Sport or Cunning Running to find posts 
hidden in the park. (Meet Rangers HQ, staff yard 
behind toilet block near College Road gates.) 
2 p.m. - 3.45 p.m. 

Sunday, September 22. Antiques Fair, Dulwich College. 10 a.m. 

Saturday, September 28. Art-in-action Day. St. Barnabas Hall, Dulwich 
Village. Demonstrations by professional artists in 
watercolours, oils, etc. Art materials and pictures on sale. 
10 am. to 4.30 pm. Admission £3 in aid of St. Barnabas 
appeal. 

Sunday, September 29. Dominic Eliot: Contemporary Still Life, 1993 - 1996, 
art exhibition, Lloyd's Register cricket pavilion, Gallery 
Road, opposite rear Dulwich Picture Gallery, 
10 a.m. - 5p.n1. 
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OCTOBER 

Friday, October 4. Dulwich Society. The Rainforests 
Of Central America. Talk by Brian Green. St Faith's 
Centre. Red Post Hill S.E.24. 8 pm. 

Saturday and Sunday. October 19 and 20. Craft Fair, Dulwich College. 
10 a.m. 

Sunday, October 27. Dedication of the new St. Barnabas Church by the 
Bishop of Southwark. 

Friday and Saturday October 25 and 26. The Dulwich Players present 
David Hare's Play 'The Secret Rapture' at 8 p.m. in the 
Edward Alleyn Hall, Dulwich College. Tickets at £5 
available from Jenny Gammon (0171-639 8500), the Art 
Stationers, Dulwich Village, or at the door. 

Sunday, October 27. Toy and Train Fair. Duhvich College. 10 a.m. 

NOVEMBER 
Saturday, November 2. (All Souls' Day). Mysterious Murders and Sex 

Scandals in Victorian South London. One day seminar. 
Phoenix Centre, next to Safeways, 66 Westow Street, 
Crystal Palace, SE 19. Five illustrated lectures by 
Nicholas Reed, author of Camille Pissarro At Crystal 
Palace. 9.30 a.m. Tickets from £10 full 

day, £5 half-day, concessions £7 .50 and £ 4 from 
0181-659 5776. 

Friday, November 5. Dulwich Society Local History 
Group. Alan Piper will talk on "Where flows the 
Effra?" St Faith's Centre, Red Post Hill, S. E. 24. 8 pm. 

Sunday, November 24. Antigues Fair. Dulwich College. 10 a.m. 

DECEMBER 

Dulwich Society. Annual Christmas Party. St Faith's 
Centre, Red Post Hill, S.E.24. Please see December 
issue of Newsletter for details. 

Sunday, December 22. Dulwich Choral Society Christmas concert. Dulwich 
College. Details later. 
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exercit:ie your 
jud{f}ment - we did I 

The Dulwich Craft Fairs are some 
of the few, the very few, in the 
entire UK that use an independ
ent jury of highly qualified 
craftworkers, artists and lecturers 
to select the best that UK crafts 
have to offer. 

This selection means we show 
the public not only the highest 
quality in craft skill and attention 
to detail but creativity and design 
flair second to none. 

come and judge for yourself on 
Saturday 

23rd November and 

14th December 

St. Barnabas Hall 
Dulwich Village 
10am to 5pm 

The Famous 

Traditional Fish & Chips 

69 Norwood Road, 
Herne Hill, 

London SE24 9 AA 
(Opp Brockwell Park) 

Sea Fish Industry Authority 
Friers Quality Award Presentation 

Awarded 1996 

Open. Monday -Saturday 
11.30am -10.30pm 

SIMMONS 
4 Brook Street, London WI Y IAA 

Tel No: 0171 409 0401 Fax No: 0171 499 3678 

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED 
AUDITORS 

We also provide a full range of taxation services 
and specialise in business development 

Local Partner: Anup Dalal Tel No: 0181 693 4080 

K .A Jeffries & Company 
Chartered Accountants 

Tel. No. 0181 693 4145 

18 Melbourne Grove 
East Dulwich, SE22 8RA 

Fax: 01812990326 

Local Firm of Chartered Accountants. Operating East Dulwich from 1966 

Deals with general financial matters of small and family business. 

General Advice on Income Tax, Inheritance Tax Planning and VAT 

Approved by the Institute of Chartered accountants for investment advice and 
registered Auditors 

Have been Honorary Audi tors of the Dulwich Society from its inception in 1967 
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THE END OF A DREAM? 
On 6 July the Board of Estate Trustees considered a detailed proposal 

from the Steering Committee, setting out terms on which the Committee 
would be prepared to recommend to residents that it would be in their 
interests to take over the Scheme of Management responsibilities. 

Unfortunately, the Estate Trustees' response did not envisage either a 
transfer of resources which would enable a Conservation Trust to be 
financially independent, or a transfer of legal powers to give it effective 
management control over the role it would be expected to perform. 

The Estate Trustees would be willing to give the Conservation Trust a 
capital sum of £100,000, but in five annual instalments of £20,000 each, 
and for purposes other than managing the Scheme. In addition, they would 
permit the Conservation Trust to borrow 1noney from them, free of interest 
for a time, to cover the period in each year between paying bills and 
recovering money from enfranchised freeholders. To reduce the recurrent 
cash-flow deficit of the Conservation Trust, the Estate Trustees would 
meanwhile pay the contractors' bills themselves. 

For purposes of managing the common amenity areas, the Estate Trustees 
would not wish the Conservation Trust to act as managers of the Scheme, 
but as their agents. They would expect the Conservation Trust both to 
supervise the work for a fee and to recover the enfranchised freeholders' 
share of the cost. The effect of this is that the Estate Trustees would 
retain financial and operational control of the Conservation Trust's 
manage1nent. 

Such a transfer of responsibilities under the Scheme to a Conservation 
Trust, without at the san1e time transferring real autonomy, is not an 
arrangement likely to comn1end itself to residents. The Estate Trustees 
would still prefer to divest themselves of the planning powers of the Scheme, 
and to ensure that the Conservation Trust recovers the entire cost of this 
from enfranchised freeholders. At the same time they do not want to 
relinquish their legal powers to recover a management charge. This is too 
much like the Dulwich Trust proposal which we did not like four years ago. 

Unless this can be satisfactorily resolved, the proposal that a 
Conservation Trust should take over most aspects of managing the Scheme 
cannot be proceeded with. Meanwhile the Estate Trustees will make their 
own application to the Leasehold Valuation Tribunal to amend the Scheme 
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in the manner they wish. From the viewpoint of residents we must hope 
this is accompanied by their renewed expression of intention to manage 
the planning provisions of the Scheme responsibly for conservation 
purposes. 

CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER BODIES 
Meanwhile, discussions have resumed on a fresh approach to enhance the 

amenity of Dulwich, among a number of organisations with an active 
interest in bringing this about. On 24 July there was a meeting in the 
Crown and Greyhound, courtesy of Barney Maguire, Chairman of the 
Dulwich Village Traders Association, chaired by Councillor Michelle Pearce 
and addressed by Tessa Jowell, M.P. Southwark Council, the amenity 
societies, the foundation schools and the Dulwich Estate, the local churches, 
and the Picture Gallery were all represented. Brian Green and myself were 
there from the Dulwich Society. 

As a first exercise it is clearly desirable to establish the common ground 
which each of these bodies has in contributing to such an initiative, because 
there are different objectives, resources and capabilities. From the Dulwich 
Society's point of view the primary interest is on behalf of residents in the 
amenity and character of the area as a place to live. Others may be more 
concerned with commercial or employment opportunities, to attract others 
to come here. These are not necessarily incompatible. 

There needs to be an efl:ective sounding-board, an instrument for raising 
and debating specific issues and proposals. The Dulwich Society seeks to do 
just this, and should be willing to participate in whatever form meets the 
interests of residents. 

Please tell us! What is your worst nightmare about what could happen to 
Dulwich? What is your vision of what you would like to see it become ? 
What are your specific proposals on how to prevent the first and realise 
the second ? Don't hold back: this is only the beginning. Your response is 
likely to be reinforced by more editorial contributions in the next issue. 

Bill Higman 
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DULWICH COLLEGE SPORTS CENTRE 
Dulwich College held a n1eeting on July 4 to ask amenity societies, residents 

and other interested parties for informal comments on their proposal to 
extend the Sports Centre which lies behind Pond Cottages on the east side of 
College Road. That is on the opposite side of College Road to Dulwich 
College and its in1mediate grounds. 

The extension is to include a swimming pool, sports hall, squash courts and 
covered tennis courts. 

The College representatives explained their reasons for wanting to develop a 
state of art sports complex on the site but residents who attended said they were 
very concerned over the implications for the access through Pond Cottages, for 
the Cottagers themselves and for the planned parking of up to 70 cars. 

The College land is in a conservation area and is also designated as 
Metropolitan Open Land in the Southwark UDP so any development will have 
to satisfy stringent design quality criteria, including the fact that the new 
building must 'conserve and enhance' the Conservation Area. 

It was clear from the meeting that there were many objections and the 
College will need to give further thought to parking and access arrangements as 
well as look again at the design of the building. 

No planning application has yet been made but the College are to be 
congratulated for beginning the consultation process with local residents at 
this early stage. 

The Mitchell Site 
A planning application has now been submitted to redevelop the site of 88 

Dulwich Village, forn1erly the offices, timber yard with residential flat ofW. J. 
Mitchell and Son Ltd. The Society has been shown two previous draft 
proposals by different developers and rejected them on the grounds of over 
development and poor design. 

The current application is an improvement but the number of proposed 
houses is still too high. Access and parking remain particular problems as 
there is no possibility of further on-street parking immediately in Dulwich 
Village or in Aysgarth Road to which there is an access or 111 Boxall Road 
to which access could be provided. 

The Society has responded to Southwark Planners and local councillors 
and expects the Council, as the planning authority, to reduce the scope of the 
schen1e to an acceptable density. 
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Dulwich Picture Gallery extension 
It is common knowledge that the Art Gallery is preparing proposals to 

extend and/ or refurbish its existing buildings. The Society was originally 
told that they 'would be shown the scheme in early July but this appears now 
to have been delayed until the Autumn. 

The Picture Gallery, designed by Sir John Soane, is probably the most 
important building in Duhvich and any new building will generate considerable 
discussion. It is hoped that the Society and local residents will be allowed 
sufficient time to offer constructive comments prior to any planning application 
being made. 

And That's Not AH 

Ian lvlclnnes 
Chainnan, Planning S1.1b-Co1111nittee 

The Society, through its Planning Sub-Committee, vets all planning 
applications in the area. Other plans which may affect local residents include 
the following. Woodyard, the narrow turning off College Road is a cul-de-sac, 
contains two houses and a large garage type shed used by Southwark Council for 
maintenance work and vehicles. Plans to build more houses on the site were 
opposed by the Society on the grounds of density. Now Southwark Council 
would like to sell their leasehold interest in the adjoining depot area which is 
actually in the Park, half of which is in the Conservation Area. This 
could be amalgamated with the Woodyard site but would not solve access 
problems on redevelopment, but possibly the proceeds of the sale would be 
ploughed back into the Park. 

Proposals for a Belair leisure centre will hopefully be withdrawn, partly on 
the grounds that access and car parking ,vould create major parking and 
obstruction problems in Gallery Road and the South Circular Road. 

William Penn, the county secondary school, on Red Post Hill, may 
eventually close, although there are plans to change it into alternative educational 
use, which could mean reducing the number of buildings, occupancy and traffic 
flow. 

Dulwich Park may well be extended to include Southwark Council's sports 
ground on the South Circular Road which was formerly the sports ground of 
Samuel Jones (of Camberwell l3eauty "Butterfly Brand" fame). It has been 
suggested that this could provide a good equestrian centre. 

Opposite the entrance to West Dulwich railway station there appears an 
abandoned or otherwise disused woodyard which has become an eyesore and a 
fire hazard. Railtrack, the landlords of the site, have been approached and urged 
to do something about its appearance. 
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ART, TEA OR PRAYER 
The promise that Dulwich Picture Gallery would in early July show the 

public plans for a tea room was suddenly withdrawn. The only information 
which has been received by some of us is a sniall photograph of the architect's 
perspective. It suggests that it will be a building standing on the green lawn 
adjacent to the main entrance path immediately in front of the Chapel. 

An immediate reaction would be against any form of development on the 
existing lawns in from of the Gallery and Old College. It is understood that the 
Chapel is being considered for closure in the light of the new St. Barnabas 
Church being consecrated in September for services. It suggests that by the re
arrangement of the accomn10dation and the Old College, with a connection to 
the Gallery, accomn1odation could be made for the proposed light refreshment 
roon1. 

It is worth noting that the last scheme for an extension of the Gallery came 
from the Co1111try Life architectural competition held a few years ago. The slim 
proposed building rather akin to a wall beneath the East and West gardens and 
stretching south to the College Gardens boundary protected the environment 
and had a sympathetic character to the design of Sloane's gallery. 

Peter La111so11 
(Peter Lai11so11 is a Fellow of the Royal Instit11te of British Architects, a 11ice-preside11t 

of the D11/11Jich Society and a 111e111ber of SCAG, the S011tl1111ark Co11ser11atio11 Area 
Group 011 111/,ic/1 all co11cemed a111e11ity societies are represe11ted). 
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le}rn's 
Association 

SPORTS CLUB 
Alleyn's School · Dulwich · SE22 8SU 

Alleyn's Sports Club is set in 
exclusive grounds with excellent 

modern sports facilities. 
The centre has a 25m. indoor 

heated swimming pool, sports hall, 
gym, tv\O multi-purpose halls; 

tennis courts, cricket nets. 

Activities incl: aerobics/step; 
badminton; scuba diving; table 

tennis; basket ball; karate; 
gymnastics; trampolining; ballet & 

tap classes. 

Rosemary Conley Diet and fitness 
sessions 

During the Easter, Summer & 
Winter holidays Sports Experience 
day camps & courses are available 

for 4 - 14 year olds to enjoy and 
experience various multi-activities 

and sports. 
Surrey League Competitive 

Badminton is played at the club. 
Spaces are available for male and 

female players 
Massage + physiotherapy also 

available 
Keep fit at Alleyn's Sports Club p 

You know its good for you/ 

Alleyn's Sports Club, Townley Road, Oulwich 
Tel: 0181 693 9715 

WHICH OF THESE PLANS WOULD YOU 
HAVE CHOSEN? 

On July 25, London Bromley Council had to choose between these two 
schemes by separate developers for a leisure redevelopment on the site of the 
Crystal Palace. Architect Chapman Taylor's scheme, on behalf of London and 
Regional Properties, and Benoy's scheme for MEPC both proposed a mix of 
cinemas, restaurants, coffee shops and bars. The council is to apply for National 
Heritage Lottery Money for other work to the parkland below the site of the 
new Palace itself and for £18 million of government single generation budget 
funding. It hopes its overall plans will be realised by mid-1999 - in time for the 
millenium party. 

Both designs have aroused a controversy over design and concept. Although 
Dulwich residents will be naturally interested in what happens to the site of the 
old Palace burned down in 1936 and the remaining visible landmark tower 
blown up during World War II - it is also the close concern of local residents and 
traders. Ken Lewington, on behalf of the Crystal Palace Triangle Community 
Association (bounded by Church Road, Westow Street and Westow Hill) 
complains that there was not sufficient consultation. In April, Robbie Stoakes, 
Bromley's Leisure Services Director, was quoted as saying, "If the council delays 
in making a decision it will make it extremely difficult to coordinate our bid for 
£15 million in lottery funding for restoration of the park." In May, Bromley 
Councillor Chris Gaster was quoted as saying, "We will ensure there is full 
consultation when the schemes are submitted." 

The Association alleges that Bromley sees the important site as "a pawn in the 
strategy to (a) efl:ect a restoration of the Park and (b) obtain Single Regeneration 
Budget funding from the Government for the Penge and Anerley areas (in which 
the site stands). There is still no inclination to take the broader view and see the 
Palace site as the core cultural and artistic element for the revitalisation of the 
whole of the (original) five-borough Crystal Palace area." Crystal Palace was 
once shared by the local councils of Lambeth, Lewisham, Beckenham, Penge 
and Anerley and Croydon. 

The Association, which says the designs are "not of great architectural merit," 
has continued to complain in vain for consultation and consideration of other 
designs from a wider range of opinion before a formal planning application is 
made and invited the views of the Dulwich Society. 

Bill Higman, chairman of the Society, said the Association's description "shows 
considerable restraint. While I should be prepared for Sir Joseph Paxton, 
designer of the original Crystal Palace, and Sir John Soane, designer of the 
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Dulwich Picture Gallery, to be puzzled or even disturbed by the Sydney Opera 
House, I could only expect them to cry with laughter at these lumpy new 
Crystal Palace aberrations. If one has to design a pastiche, why should it be that 
of a motorway service area or a seaside leisure centre? Bromley Council should 
certainly think again before it accepts this as a necessary price for having the park 
reinstated to Victorian splendour." 

The Society chairman recommends all those interested in park development to 
read again the 1995 Department of the Environment brochure based on Park 
Life: Urban Parks and Social Rei1e1/Jal: 

"The benefits of well used and well-managed parks are enormous. The world of 
a park is a relam of urban freedom, where a different sense of time, of closeness 
to the elements, to the 'unharn1ed world' is apparent. The park is both a 
sanctuary and a place where many people mark the passage of their lives. People 
expect high standards of service when they go out to enjoy themselves and many 
parks fail to meet their expectations. Even popular traditional parks will need to 
provide more opportunities for safe children's play, better toilets, decent 
refreshments, and programmes of events, if they are to compete with other 
leisure attractions. The long tradition of the village green, the market square, 
the public common, the town square and the Victorian park have all been 
central to a sense of local identity and belonging. What will this generation 
leave in the way of exciting, diverse, rich and sustainable places in our towns and 
cities?" 
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FRIENDS SURVEY LOTTERY HOPES 
Dulwich Park Friends, largely sponsored originally by the Society and now a 

year old, manned all the park gates on the first Sunday in August and issued 
questionnaires asking all park users the changes and improvements they would 
like to see. Friends, impressed by the interest shown, were nevertheless 
disappointed that to fund many of the improven1ents, Southwark Council 
has been forced to postpone its bid for lottery funds for the parks generally until 
next year. The Heritage Memorial Lottery Board advised that it would 
entertain only one bid in the first round from Southwark - for Nunhead 
Cemetery. Many may wonder why Nunhead is the priority for the dead 
rather than Dulwich Park for the living. 

Meanwhile parks administrators around the country are watching 
Southwark's new Parks Rangers Service with great interest. Rangers not only 
manage the parks, they are already initiating a wealth of new activities to 
enhance our enjoy1nent and encourage us all, especially the young, to come in 
and use our parks in new ways. 

Formed in April, the new Dulwich Ranger Team is already making an 
i1npact. They have transformed the old sheds in the Council's depot area 
(behind the toilet block near the Old College gates) and have created a 
welcoming new base for their activities. The public are encouraged to seek 
them out. 

At the heart of the new centre is a room with space for a study and 
exhibitions. In one corner, a collection of old park photos will delight local 
historians. Around the walls are environmental displays. A leaflet rack stores 
information about park events throughout Southwark. 

The Rangers hope to be working with local volunteers on restoration and 
conservation projects. Top of the list for this summer is cleaning up the lake and 
stream and removing graffiti. They will also organise special activities for 
private parties. To volunteer or arrange an activity, visit or phone 0181-693 
5737. 

To join Dulwich Park Friends send an annual membership fee of £3 by 
cheque to Julie Greer, Membership Secretary, 32 Gilkes Crescent, SE21 7BS 
(0181-693 4484). 

MAGG/E's 
'The ultimate in home cleaning' 

Tel: 0181-777 9713 
R egular monthly, Bi-weekly or weekly service to coincide with your 

equirements 

MAGGIE'S professionally trained team of uniformed ladies are here to dust your blues away 

We are in your area now. Ring us on our mobile telephone 0860-367 857 
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Rainforests 
Brian and Rita Green have recently paid a visit to Costa Rica and spent a week 
exploring a rainforest. Brian has kindly agreed to give a talk on Friday, October 
4 (see Diary, Pages 3 and 4) about the country, its trees, flowers and wildilfe. 
They have some superb slides so this is sure to be a wonderful talk, as good as 
David Attenborough's! Please nuke a note of the date in your diary. 

Cable-laying 
Videotron have ceased operations laying cables for cable television for the 
summer but will start again in the Autunm. The Dulwich Society is very 
anxious that no more trees are damaged or destroyed by these operations. New 
guide-lines have been agreed so please let a men1ber of the Society's trees sub
committee know when they start again in your road. 

Railtrack felling 
The latest news on this issue is that Railtrack has informed us tht no future 
fellings are planned at present in Dulwich except for son1e very minor additional 
clearance at Sydenham Hill and West Dulwich stations. Unfortunately, we were 
given assurances that there would be no more felling in the nesting season yet 
within a week or two another belt of trees were completely removed from 
behind Delawyck Crescent. So we have little confidence in Railtrack's 
assurances and are persisting in asking for specifications in advance of any future 
work along either of the lines crossing Dulwich. London Wildlife Trust are 
taking up the issue of regeneration at Sydenhan1 Hill station. 
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Stella Benwell 
Chai1person, Ti·ees Sub-Con11nittee. 

The handmade jewellery specialists (Member of National Association of Goldsmiths) 

Dulwich Jewellers Ltd 

Fine secondhand & Victorian jewellery bought and sold. 
We also require for clients· Quality clocks, watches, silver, paintings and various objects d'art. 

Valuations for insurance and probate. A genuine fair price will be offered for the above. 

Large range of unusual jewellery, rings, pendants, earrings and bracelets set in gemstones. 

Extensive stock of watches, clocks glass and bronzes 
34 Lordship lane SE22 SHU 0181-693 4059 

WHO HASN'T SEEN A FOX? 
Not until May 20, three to four weeks late, did our resident swifts and house 
martens arrive after weather-dammed immigration round about April 20. Other 
summer birds arrived without local attention. Resident birds fared better with 
an increase in garden visits by both green and great spotted woodpeckers, the 
latter with young, nuthatch and occasional grey wagtail. 

Painted ladies added to the buttertly crop but only two orange tips to date. 

Stag beatles were fewer unless further reports are to come. 

Lovelace Road reported the great crested newt, now on the list of endangered 
species. A nocturnal torchlit garden visit to the pond and surrounds might 
spotlight this giant among our newts. 

A Park Hall Road report in June of two pipistrelles in flight was a welcome sign 
that bats, so rarely noted, are yet with us. 

Foxes are a constant topic. Has anyone still to see one? 

Rats are beneath our dignity but nevertheless around and the only nrnuse 
mentioned in polite conversation is the attractive wood mouse. 

September bird migration will be in full flood. A few minutes daily watch in the 
period of half an hour either side of sunrise spent with an eye on the sky will 
bring its own reward. Watching from rooftops is ideal. 

Fungi fanciers can do well. A guide book in hand when in the garden to 
identify tasty mushrooms, parasol mushrooms and agariws sy/l)afiws is 
recommended. 

Widening the wild 

Since formation 27 years ago, the Wildlife Sub-Committee of the Dulwich 
Society has noted birds and flowers with casual observations of other wildlife. 
Trees are fully catered for by our capable sister committee but now we should 
like to add butterflies, n10ths and, though a small group, mammals. We shall be 
most grateful for volunteers to analyse our stretchy records in these three 
categories and initiate a more permanent recording system. 

If applying, please telephone me on 0181-693 1666. 

Don Freshwater 
Chairman) Wildlife Sub-Committee 
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DUTCH FLOWER PAINTING AT 
DULWICH 

It is encouraging in this day and age to find historians considering a period in 
painting which in many ways is the antithesis of contemporary art and outlook. 
Perhaps it will make us reconsider what makes a good painting. Surprisingly 
with many contemporary practitioners it is the subject matter and the detailed 
finish which is considered of less importance than the graphic expression and 
whether what they produce has ever been done before. 

To the layman who wishes to find out why he likes some paintings more 
than others the exhibition and the accompanying exhibition of flower-arranging 
offered an interesting comparison. The comments of the judges of the flower 
arranging exhibition which was surely influenced by the Dutch Flower 
Exhibition were most interesting in that 1nost of them could have applied to the 
paintings. 

From the point of view of what might be called the grammar of painting the 
exhibits that displayed overall unity by not bringing in too many flowers of 
different colours and shapes and placing the bouquet to fill the canvas shape 
producing an interesting pattern of well defined shapes of n1aximum contrast 
were the most attractive. 

The well defined shapes were largely due to the nearly universal use of a 
black background. The paintings using a restricted palette seen1ed to n1e to be 
the nrnst successful The subtle circular movement in the arrangement brought 
about by the placing of the different coloured flowers make it necessary to study 
the individual painting to truly appreciate the thought and skill that these 
painstaking artists took in their work. 

To account for what appears to be an isolated outburst of flower painting we 
are told that it was partly due to the introduction of new flowers from the east 
and in particular the striped and red coloured tulips but the interested layman 
knows that the seventeenth century produced many remarkable painters and the 
age has recently been called the age of exhuberance by a contemporary author. 
The antics of the very rich in what has been called "Tulipmania", paying 
enonormous prices for bulbs, seems to be mirrored in contemporary society by 
collectors paying huge sums for works whose value will probably plummet like 
those of the tulips. 

To return to the paintings, however, one can well imagine the flower 
paintings enhancing those prim Dutch interiors we know from another 
contemporary school of Dutch painters who concentrated on the do1nestic 
scene. 
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The spot-light effect most pictures seem to display may be due to the limited 
size of individual panes of glass and consequent small size of windows emitting a 
small ray of light. Some of the points raised by the author of the catalogue as to 
lighting would be of little consequence to the Dutch painters or any other 
painter. My only criticism of the author would be that he is too concerned with 
three dimensionality. If anything the Dutch painters were trying to produce a 
striking impact with their pictures using the elements of design in order of 
importance to do so and three dimensionality and illusionism played little part in 
their consideration. 

Illusionism suggests that the spectator is being deluded and this is not an 
aesthetic attribute. However the author's concern and analysis of the paintings as 
designs adds considerably to the interesting and well researched text. 

CEZANNE AT THE TATE 
There nrnst be a sound explanation why in this day and age an artist can 

draw so much attention to his work and one imagines that the visitors to the 
Tate Gallery had some inkling of their reason for their enthusiasm. 

To analyse how Cezanne came to his characteristic technique we must look 
for an explanation in his writing which exhibits an interest in the theory of 
painting. His chief concern seems to have been with colour and it is probably 
this which influenced his outlook on design. To use strong colour you need to 
paint in a high key and apart from some early dark paintings it was the sunny 
open landscape of the south of France that inspired him. There seems little 
doubt that Cezanne owes his technique to his love of working out of doors in a 
barren, rocky, sunny landscape where the shadows were colourful and well 
defined. This contrasted violently with the subjects of the im_pressionists in the 
more lush and less defined landscapes of the North of France. Other influences 
may have come from his regular practice of copying and studying old master 
drawings and paintings and if this did not influence his technique it certainly 
influenced his desire to be up amongst them. Another influence may have been 
his one-tin1e teacher Pissarro who is quoted as advising a follower "Not to 
define outlines" later repeated by Cezanne when his says "there is no such thing 
as a line or n1odelling, there are only contrasts". These ideas together with the 
Southern subject niatter must be responsible for producing in Cezanne's 
paintings one of their chief characteristics, the firm emphasis and definition of 
the edge usually associated with his luminous shadows. So in1pressive was this 
device that it was practically responsible for the birth of a new school of painting 
- The Cubists. 
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By emphasising and exaggerating one aspect of the means of expression we 
loose out on others, particularly detail and in order to give the picture 
i1nn1ediate impact we confine ourselves to si1nple shapes, limited strong colours 
and by keeping everything in sharp focus, an overall relationship and unity we 
associate with pattern. 

In a way Cezanne paintings were the beginning of the end for pictorial oil 
painting as the nineteenth Century had known it. It had n1erged with the 
graphic arts where the ingredients of the design and the artist's handwriting were 
immediately apparent. His love of strong colour and its portrayal without ending 
up with a pretty picture is much to be admired but his rather woolly pencil 
drawings of the hun1an figure, where the shapes are not so easily defined, should 
be more rhythmically related, relying on a firm but sensitive outline to define the 
subtle undulations of the human forn1. 

However if the exhibition resulted in the appreciation of the same elements 
that inspired Cezanne and results in a n1ore serious approach to art proper, rather 
than the thoughtless path it has been taking in recent years, it will have been 
1nore than worthwhile. 

Dulwich Picture 
Gallery 

College Road SE:u. 

Thursday .. Sunday 
1:2 m 15 

The public is invited to view 
the architectural plans for the 
refurbishment and additional 

building at the Gallery. 
Free Entry 
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THE GLORY OF THE GARDENS 
' i 

By of The Secret Garden and the artist Sarah Bo11J/lia11 
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And when your back stops aching and 
your hands begin to harden. 

You t/Jill find yourself a partner in the 
Glory of the Garden. 

- Rudyard Kipling (1865 - 1936) 

OUR DULWICH GARDENS 
Every year the Dulwich Society arranges visits to interesting private 
gardens in the Dulwich area. If any, member of the Dulwich 
Society wishes to be included in this activity and would like to 
receive invitations please send your nan1e and address to Miss 
Jackie Galer 16 Lovelace Road, SE21 8JX. Alternatively, if you 
are the owner of a garden and would like to share it with 
appreciative members. Mrs Claire Hamilton. 11 Woodhall Drive, 
College Road. SE21 7HJ (0181-693 2880) would be delighted to 
hear from you. 
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THE OWL HOUSE AND GREAT COMP 
Some fifty members of the Garden Group visited two beautiful and tranquil qardens 
in Kent. We were very lucky with the weather and first visited the Owl House 
Gardens at La1nberhurst, which were started bv Maureen, Marchioness of Dufierin 
and Ava. The cottage the oldest in Kent, was once a hideout for wool smugglers 
who hooted if the Customs and Excise men approached hence the name, the 
Owl House. Perhaps an enduring memory of our members' visit is the last two 
miles of the drive along narrow lanes only about a foot wider than the coach - it 
took fifteen minutes and all the skill of the driver to navbigate one particular sharp 
corner. However it was worth it. We had the garden entirely to ourselves and it easily 
absorbed all fifty of us. There were magnificent roses, two delightful winter 
gardens, acres of woodland. Unfortunately, the rhododendrons and azaleas were 
over, but there was so much else to enjoy. 

After a pleasant lunch, we moved on to Great Comp Garden at Borough Green. 
Another beautiful and informal garden - an impeccable lawn surrounded by trees and 
herbaceous borders. Beyond this area, paths led into the woodland and on to a 
"temple", past follies and and carefully chosen garden ornaments. Everyone was 
grateful for the excellent tea-room near the exit and also for some most interesting 
plants for sale. 

All in all, a thoroughly enjoyable day's outing. 

But sometimes and only someti1nes, very, very rarely, a visitor's car ends up like this -
under a fallen tree in Alleyn Park! 
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BED KNOBS 
58 Glengarry Road, East Dulwich, London SE22 RQD 

Our small family run Guest House offers 
excellent accmnmodation in friendly 

surroundings. 

Whether coming to the area for business 
or pleasure, you need look no further for 

a place to stay. 

We will gladly accommodate your visiting 
friends and relatives. 

If you would like a copy of our literature 
giving full information including our 

charges your enquiries are welcome on 

0181-299 2004 

Engl/sh Tourist Board Listed & Commended 
British Tourist Authority London B&B Award 1992 
AA QQQ roted RAC Listed 

Louisa May 
Value in Fashion 

Quality Day and Evening Wear 
and Accessories 

for Ladies 

Open Mondays to Saturdays 

41 Dulwich Village, SE21 
0181 299 6664 

THE VILLAGER RESTAURANT 

AT DULWICH'S FINEST INN 
Open daily for lunches 12 • 2.30pm 

Evenings Tuesday-Saturday 5.30 - 9pm 

DULWICH SUITE 
Bookings now being accepted for our 

traditional Sunday roast served 
from 12noon to 2.30pm 

Premier venue for wedding receptions, 
banquets and buffets. Ideal for business 

seminars, training and presentations 
73 DtJL WICH VILLAGE 

LONDON SE2 l 7BJ 
Tel:0181-693 2466 
A Taylor Walker Heritage Inn 

ijaynes .Lane off Westow ~t iE1s 

ltll'T with 
itaim:d eilal.'is lilpc;:cinlfsts 

Ilc;::,;ign & Re:storatlon 

Windcw.5 & l)ggr .Pan12:ls 

~hmdbln~ting & Etching 

.L.cmp.s & ihades 

!:.SSlZ.:Dti<fll ~ii & 
e:mdlle Burners 
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THE CALL OF THE WILD 
Forget foxes in your dustbin. Pumas and panthers will be seen wandering the 
country near Broniley in a few years, unless the Government takes action to trap 
then, and stop them breeding. That's the claim of Dulwich man Quentin Rose, 
41, Britain's only professional escaped wild beast tracker. 

Though the £75-a-day Red Indian-trained tracker has only caught zoo escapees 
- an elephant, a beaver, a tiger and a wolf - he claims that Britain contains 26 
leopards, 32 pumas, ten lynx, six jungle cats, and four wolverine,. Despite this, 
the only animal ever caught was a puma in Scotland in 1986, and not by 
Quentin. 

Most of these beasts were brought to Britain as pets, then dumped in 1976, 
when new laws compelled owners to buy an expensive licence, give them to a 
zoo or kill them. Zoos couldn't cope, so despairing owners released puss into the 
wild. That wasn't illegal. The Act didn't cover letting a dangerous animal go, just 
keeping one - a loophole closed in 1982. The cats survive on what they can find 
like foxes or deer, dogs and livestock. Says Rose, a zoology student dropout from 
Cardiff University, who learned his skills from Canadian Indians, "Eighteen 
months ago there was a flurry of sightings at Northolt Railway Station and 
round Bexleyheath, both puma." If they've been injured by potshots, by cats 
will take the easiest food - us. 

Doug Richardson, Assistant Curator at London Zoo, supports Rose and backs 
his claim that cats can live here. "These animals cope with different climates 
from mountains to deserts. As for food, we have a deer overpopulation. We used 
to support bears and lynx." 

Other believers like Paul Tyler, LibDem MP for North Cornwall, attribute failed 
investigations, like last year's Beast of Bodmin hunt, to the shyness of big cats and 
lack of patience, expertise or funds from the police. Kent Police's investigation 
into a black leopard around Dover lasted only a week. Although Rose uses a 
new humane trap which does not harm animals, others mutter darkly that you 
can't seriously trap a big cat without live goats, holes and risky equipment. 
Should he catch any animal alive, London Zoo will try to repatriate it. 

The Bexleyheath Police dismiss their beast as an urban myth. Other would-be 
witnesses sound questionable. A Cheshire woman found a leopard on the 
wardrobe. A Cornish fisherman was bitten in the neck. And amateur animal 
trackers Nick and Sally Dyke in Worcestershire were mauled during a stake-out 
in a graveyard but lived to sell their tale to the Press. 
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DC Steve Ashcroft of the Metropolitan Police, who has spent eight years 
researching sightings, is positive. "There are sightings all over Surrey and Kent, in 
heavily wooded places, all described as large black cat-type animals about the size 
of an Alsatian." The Police helicopter came out last August after two motorists 
reported a 'beast' on the same stretch of road in Esher within weeks of each 
other. DC Ashcroft himself saw a large dark grey cat spring out of the snow near 
Effingham. Peter Haynes, a ranger on the National Trust Hurtwood land near 
Guildford, also reports a trickle of "sensible" people saying they've seen big cats. 

There certainly seem some strange animals around. Ashcroft's attempts to capture 
the cats on film at night in Devon has resulted in footage of two raccoons. 

West Mercia police are believers too. "We had forty sightings of large cats, 
sometimes dark, sometimes mottled, between January and August last year, says 
press spokesman Carl Baldacchino. A quarter of these are mistakes, large dogs or 
one-ofl:s like the horse whose 'claw marks' turned out to be made by rolling 
against barbed wire. West Mercia Police's Chief Inspector Alan Beckley confirms 
that Rose has all the proper kitty-hunting kit like stun guns and hard-to-get 
official permits. 

Rose urges Government action now, before the wild beasts get out of hand, as 
happened with escaped wild mink. And an infestation of crop-eating coypu in 
East Anglia cost over £10111 to eradicate because of bureaucratic buck-passing 
between the the Ministry of Agriculture and the Home Office. "The Ministry 
of Agriculture did little about the Beast of Bodmin. They only looked at the 
evidence for a month and examined sheep carcases," says Rose. 

"Not so. The search was exhaustive," says Geoffrey Pallet, spokesman for the 
Ministry of Agriculture. They spent five months and eight thousand pounds 
investigating the Beast of Bodmin - and mink and coypu populations are 
negligible. 

"Our chaps took plaster casts of footprints and looked at a video which was 
clearly a domestic cat. This Beast of Bodmin is fun, part of the local tourist 
industry now." He mentioned that Quentin Rose wouldn't investigate 
something for the Ministry of Defence unless he could sell their film. 

But for the moment, Rose assures me that Dulwich Woods are a puma-free 
zone. Unlike a nearby Surrey river, where an escaped pet crocodile called Big 
Boy was found recently. Fortunately it was dead. Our climate is too cold for 
crocs. 

Jane Furnival 
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY. MRS BRANDER! 
Mrs Joan Brander of College Road. Dulwich, is eighty. How many ladies do 

you know who work 76 hours a week for no pay? Mrs Brander has been doing 
that for the past 32 years. Her crusade began in the 1960s when she heard of a 
woman who was struggling to care for another family of five, each of whom 
were in different ways disabled and in need of some care. None of them_ needed 
constant attendance, which the state and organised charities might have been 
able to provide, but with five of them the woman needed respite, a break from 
her 24 hour a day devotion to one or other of her charges. The woman needed a 
rest and desperately. 

Despite relentless efforts to find holiday accommodation for the family. Mrs 
Brander could not find anything suitable. Eventually. the woman carer had a 
nervous breakdown and the family were split up for good. Mrs Brander decided 
that she would try to ensure that nothing like that ever happened again. 

She went to the Charity Corn.missioners, to the banks, to her friends and 
founded Winged Fellowship. Today, 30 years later, Winged Fellowship is 
Britain's largest provider of respite care in a holiday environment - providing 
more than 6,500 carers and disabled people with that much needed holiday 
break every year at five separate homes. They are Crabhill House, Surrey; 
Jubilee Lodge, Epping, Essex; Sandipers, Southport, Lanes; Skylarks, 
Nottingham; and Waterside House, Southampton. 

Mrs Brander's supporters and helpers think up a multitude of ways to raise 
1noney, marathon runs, rag weeks, street collections, even collecting unwanted 
foreign coins from holidaymakers as well as the usual fairs, fetes and bazaars, all 
to keep these homes in operation throughout the year. 

They cannot survive without help but the charity, through its trustees, 
boasts that it is one of the most efficient charities in Britain. More than 88p of 
every £1 raised is providing respite for carers and holidays for disabled people. 
Less than 2p in every £1 is spent on publicity. 

Mrs Brander says. "I work from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. dividing my time between 
working at home in Dulwich and our headquarters in Islington. It's very 
seldom that I go out socially because I simply don't have the time, but I'll 
gladly accept a coffee invitation if I think it will lead on to something for our 
homes and the people for whom_ we care." 

An 80th birthday fund to raise £80,000 for the Fellowship has been started. 
Why not send her a birthday card and just £8 to Mrs Brander's 80th Birthday 
Appeal, 58 College Road, Dulwich, SE21 2LY or Winged Fellowship 
headquarters, FREEPOST, Angel House, 20-32 Pentonville Road, London, Nl 
9XD, and the target of £80. 000 will soon be reached. 
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DULWICH 
~ PHYSIOTHERAPY 

~ 

Chartered Physiotherapists are experts 
in the diagnosis & treatment of soft 
tissue injuries and joint conditions 

INCLUDING 

Sports injuries 
Neck & back pain 

Post operative orthopaedic problems 
Headaches 

Tendinitis - shoulder or elbow 
Recognised by all medical insurance policies 

SARAH C. PARSONS MCSP SRP 

+ AS SOCIA TES 

163-169 CRYSTAL PALACE ROAD 
LONDON SE22 9EF 
TEL: 0!8!-693 9930 

MOBILE 0800 059983 

94 Park Hall Road 
West Dulwich 
SE21 8BW 

ESTATE AGENTS 
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

@ A 
Assoc of Residential 

Letting Agents 

0181 670 8000 

Exclusive 18+ fashionfor 
the discerning lady 

Maximus 33 Dulwich Village 
Tel:0181 299 6761 

AGA 
PLUMBING 

& HEATING 
• The complete plumbing 

& heating service 
• Boiler servicing 
• Drain clearance 
• Corgi registered 
• 7 day service 365 days 

a year 
• Free estimates & heating 

design service 
• Bathrooms & kitchens 

fitted 
• 24 hr em~rgency service 

0181 - 299 3511 
13 BEW COURT, WRDSHIP lANE, SE22 
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VILLAGES TO SUBURBS 
Twice in recent months local history societies outside Dulwich have staged 

remarkable exhibitions. The Federation of Local History Societies beckoned 
from far and wide to the Froebel Institute at Putney to show what happened to 
Dulwich and other places during the war while nearer home, St. Thomas's 
Church, Telford Avenue, Streatham, staged a remarkably detailed show of the 
transformation of many neighbouring districts from villages to suburbs in which 
Dulwich was well represented. The following narrative is adapted from Keith 
Holdaway's excellent programme notes at the Streatham exhibition. 

Romans 
The story of South London starts in Roman times when it became the 

market garden of London. The Roman Stane Street from London Bridge 
through Southwark, Kennington, Balham and Merton together with its branch 
routes to Lewes from Kennington through Streatham and Croydon provided 
relatively straight still in use in the main nearly 2,000 years later. It was 
inevitable that hamlets, villages and towns should spring up along the route. 
Croydon was the largest town and was well established in Saxon times as was 
Streatham, the latter "hamlet on the street" has faint signs of Roman occupation 
in the Roman coins and statuette of Venus found when building the Roman 
Catholic Church of the English Martyrs and traces of Roman pavement found 
when building the Park Tavern, formerly the Park Hotel, nearby. 

From these beginnings can1e the villages and hamlets of Balham, Battersea, 
Borough, Camberwell Green, Dulwich, Kennington, Lambeth, Merton, 
Mitcham, Peckham, Putney, Streathan1, Vauxhall, Wandsworth and Wimbledon. 

Some arose from_ estates of wealthy land-owners (e.g. Edward Alleyn) some 
of whom erected chapels and churches for their private use. The majority of the 
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS 24 HOUR SERVICE 
Over 100 Years of Experience - Established 1881 

The family business that still offers you a personal service 

375 LORDSHIP LANE SE22 0181m693 1526 AND BRANCHES 
126 FOREST HILL RD. SE22 0181m693 4160 

CHAPELS OF REST MONUMENTAL MASONS 

inner areas grew up as clusters of market gardens and small holdings. Many 
market gardens survived in the Elephant and Castle area until the early 1880s. 
Much of the area south of Kennington remained for many years. The last farm 
in Streatham, for instance, was that attached to St. Michael's Convent near the 
junction of Leigham Court Road and Streathan1 Common North on which is 
now Bishop Thomas Grant's School built about 30 years ago. Green Lane in 
Norbury is the remains of an ancient drovers' road which followed the Roman 
Road via Streatham Common, Brixton Rushey Green and Kennington all the 
way to Smithfield meat market. 

Wealth 
As the wealthy citizens of London moved out of the overcrowded city they 

began to buy small estates. Lord Thurlow bought most of West Norwood 
(Thurlow Park Road and the Thurlow Arms) and Ealham. When the larger 
estates broke up men like Henry Thrale bought Streatham Park (Thrale Road 
and the Park Tavern) hence the connection between Dr. Samuel Johnson and 
Mrs. Thrale. As these smaller estates, many of which had become park land and 
ornamental gardens rather than farms, were sold off they became building 
estates. Thus, with the ribbon development along the main roads and the 
breaking up of estates as the wealthy families tnoved out, to places like Esher and 
Dorking, the whole area became gradually urbanised. 

The beginning of the 1800s saw the coming of the early Surrey Iron 
Railway, along the Wandie Valley from Wandsworth to Croydon. Part of the 
track bed of this railway is used for the present day single line railway from West 
Croydon to Mitcham. (It was later extended southwards from_ Croydon). At 
Croydon there was a spur to the canal basin where West Croydon is today. The 
canal basin was the southern end of the Croydon Canal which went through 
Norwood, Penge and Forest Hill to Deptford (New Cross). Neither the railway 
nor the canal were particularly profitable. The canal was bought by the London 
and Croydon Railway and used as (in the main) the track bed of the present 
railway from London Bridge to West Croydon via Forest Hill. The horse-drawn 
railway was overtaken by events and succumbed to the coming of the steam_ 
locomotive. The Wandie in those days was fairly heavily industrialised with 
snuff mills and other mills along its banks. 

It was the coming of the steam locomotive that finally brought about the 
urbanisation of what was north-east Surrey. Cheap and fairly regular transport 
enabled people to live in the country (Streatham, Norwood, Dulwich and 
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Wimbledon) and still work in the city. Farms and market gardens were sold off 
as building plots, with houses springing up around nearly every railway line - the 
relentless march of urban sprawl had begun, only to be hastened by the advent of 
the horse-bus and horse-tram. (Streatha1n, Brixton and Kennington were to 
have a cable-tramway - just to be different!) 

It was the encompassing of urban South London into greater London and 
the arrival of the London County Council electric tram which finally put paid 
to rural south London. With cheap workman's tram fares you had to reach your 
morning destination before 8 a.m. 

It is now sometimes difficult to tell where one village finishes and the next 
begins. 

D11/wicl1 has 1n11c/1 for which to be tha11kf11/. 

Osteopaths treat more than 
you think 

Osteopathy focuses on the musculo-skeletal system 
(the bones, joints, muscles, ligaments, and connective 
tissue) and the way in which it interrelates with the 
body as a whole. It combines scientific knowledge of 
anatomy and physiology and clinical methods of ·Headac.hes/ 
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nerve5,,1;,, .. ; investigation. 

Osteopaths diagnose and treat faults which occur 
.._ .•. ,~n,,~,,·.,.,,n;,c,.; because of injury, stress or perhaps disease, to enable 

the musculo-skeletal system to work as efficiently as 
possible, allowing the body to restore itself to normal 
function. A caring approach and attention to the 

fl!.C>WJbglc*'Jliail} individual is considered particularly important. 

After treatment, an osteopath can advise on maintaining 
a realistic level of health and avoiding those things 
which might be damaging. For example, remedial 
exercises to adjust posture or advice on diet and 
lifestyle can be given as part of a personal health care 
programme. 

HOME VISITS & 
EMERGENCIES 

0181 761 9290 

HALF MOON HUNDRED 
This year sees the centenary of the Half Moon public house in Half Moon 

Lane, Herne Hill on the edge of the Dulwich Estate. 

Strictly speaking, however, this is the centenary year of only the present 
building which replaced the previous hostelry in 1896. 

This was called The Half Moon and was built c 1760 by a Mr Miller, who 
owned The Bell in College Road Dulwich, on the site of an even earlier pub 
built c. 1650. Therefore the present Half Moon is the third in succession. So 
there has been a hostelry in this area for aln10st 350 years. 

The second pub has quite an interesting history. In 1824, Mr]. Webb 
applied to Dulwich College Estate to become its licensee. However, there was 
already a licensee there namely, Mrs Stanton. An uncle of Mr Webb's wrote a 
letter in support of his nephew, denouncing Mrs Stanton as a disreputable and 
unsuitable woman quite unworthy to keep a pub. He said that she should be 
paid off and leave the pub to Mr Webb, who could then put in about £600 (a 
great sum in those days) to smarten the place up and build a stable block for it. 
Mr Webb was successful in his application and I have seen records of his leases 
from 1825 to 1859. 

Later in the nineteenth century, the pub became quite a jolly place. For 
example, in 1871, the Herne Hill and Dulwich Social Club held regular 
banquets on Friday evenings. followed by speeches and sing-songs. In those 
days, there was also a pleasant garden with flower beds. 

The second Half Moon was demolished in 1896 perhaps due to the overall 
development of the Herne Hill area at that time and the need for a larger 
building to replace it. The first licensee was a Lt. Col. W Whetherly who had 
by then probably retired from the Army. 

In recent years, there have been several changes in the ownership of the Half 
Moon. Grand Metropolitan was followed by Chef and Brewer and the pub is 
now owned by Scottish and Newcastle (breweries). Also, the present pub is no 
longer a hotel as it once was. As regards its future, there is a preservation order 
on it, so that any proposed alterations will be strictly lin1ited. 

L. J Prechner 
Fron1 the Herne Hill Society Newsletter. 
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VICTORIANA MURDER AND SEX 
Nicholas Reed, local historian and author of Ca111ille Pissarro at Crystal Palace, 

and Josephine Cole have cast their net wide to look at Mysterious Murders and 
Sex Scandals in Victorian South London at an all day seminar on November 2 
(see Diary, Pages 2 and 3). From Ealham, Streatham_ and Norwood, they have 
taken the 1876 death of barrister Charles Bravo, whose wife, Florence (in love 
with a famous doctor) and maid, Mrs. Cox, were suspected of poisoning him 
with wine. Which gave rise to the excellent verse: 

When lovely woman stoops to folly 

And finds her husband in the way, 

What charm can soothe her melancholy 

What art can turn him_ into clay? 

The only means her aim to cover, 

And save herself from prison locks, 

And repossess her ancient lover 

Are Burgundy and Mrs. Cox. 

From_ Brockley and Eltham, they have chosen the case of Charles Parnell and 
Kitty O'Shea, what was referred to then as the downfall through passion of the 
Irish political party leader but in these more critical times would probably rank 
as sleaze. From Nunhead and Southwark, the successful cover-up of the affair of 
Charles Dickens and Ellen Ternan will intrigue the author's many fans. From 
Blackheath, Lewisham, Grove Park and Lee Green comes the 111e11age ii trois of, 
believe it or nor, Edith Nesbit, author of the Railway Children. 

But to many, the most intriguing, from Dulwich, Peckham and Herne Hill, 
is the case of Adelaide Bartlett, beautiful wife of Edwin, the grocer, who died 
from chloroform bought for her by the Methodist minister. Let us not, however 
spoil any one of these fascinating mysteries all of which will, no doubt, be 
explained by Nicholas Reed and Josephine Cole on November 2. 

B.McC. 
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GET YOUR OWN BACK 
Crime figures, particularly of burglary, are down in Dulwich. Burglar alarms, 

security lights and simple precautions have helped. Yet incidents could be fewer 

and the fruits of lawlessness less if more people helped the police and themselves 

by taking even n1ore quite simple steps to protect their property and that of their 

neighbours. The Dulwich resident who saw an offence being committed on his 

neighbour's property took out his camera and photographed the offenders and 

handed the undeveloped film to the police who took the necessary steps. But he 

was rare. Not everyone dials 999 in an emergency when the crisis does not 

directly concern them. Yet, if for whatever reason you do not want to give your 

name to the police but you have information about anyone committing a crime, 

they should ring Crimestoppers. 

Every year thousands of items of stolen property are found by the police, but 

often there is now way of knowing to whom it belongs. Exhibitions of suddenly 

recovered old masters, antiques, jewellery and other valuables are held and 

appeals for the owners to come and collect them are made. Now, you have 

probably heard or seen on television of Operation Bumblebee where officers 

target the homes of known criminals to recover more and more stolen property. 

There is now the Bumblebee Imaging system that helps you even more to 

get your property back. Even if any property is stolen from you and not of 

considerable monetary worth but only of sentimental value, you stand a better 

chance of getting it back if you have a photograph of it to show the police. 

They can now put their own photographs of property that has been stolen from 

you into their computer system to try to trace it and return it to you. 

How the photos help them 
The Metropolitan Police computer system_ called the Bumblebee Imaging 

System stores full-colour pictures of personal property. Once these pictures have 

been put into the systen1, they give you back your photographs and films but 

retain a permanent record of then1-. Having pictures of your stolen property on 

their computers helps them to recognise it if they find it so they can return it to 

you. 
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What you should photograph 
You should photograph any item that you would know is definitely yours if 

you saw it again. It does not need to be unique. Something that has been mass 

produced (like a plain gold chain) will be impossible to tell from thousands of 

others that are just the same - but very often a simple chain has an unusual catch 

and that is what makes it different and easy to pick out as being yours. 

They will not store photographs of televisions, video recorders and music 

systems which are mass produced but we will keep a record of their serial and 

model numbers. So you should always make sure you show them in your 

photographs. 

You don't have to be an expert 
You do not need any special skill or an expensive camera to take pictures of 

your valuable property. You can take the pictures at home using any type of 

camera. Or, if you prefer it, you can take video pictures. 

What to do next 
When you take your photographs to be developed you may be asked to give 

your name, address and telephone nun1ber. If you feel nervous about letting the 

shop know where you live and what property you have, you do not have to. All 

that is needed is son1ething to identify the films as yours. When you get your 

photographs back, separate the pictures from the negatives and keep the 

negatives in a safe place. Do not keep them in anything that might be stolen. 

If any of the items you have photographed are ever stolen, take your 

photographs along to your local police station and they will put them into their 

computer system and try to trace your property and return it to you. 

So remember 
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# You are more likely to get your property back if you photograph it and 

mark it by discreetly putting your postcode and house number somewhere 

011 it. 

# You do not have to give your personal details to the shop that develops 

your film. 

# Photographs can also help you to make an insurance claim. 

# Keep all your photographs and negatives separate and in a safe place. 

# Help the police return your property to you by keeping photographs. 

Photographing your property 
# To show the size of an item, even something big, put a ruler beside it 

when you photograph it. 

# If you have an unusually shaped or heavily decorated object, photograph 

it from different angles to make sure it can be easily recognised. 

# To get a clear picture of the item use a plain background rather than a 

patterned wallpaper or carpet. 

# Try to get a close-up of unique marks like engravings, inscriptions, 

"chips" or damage. Keep a note of them. 

# If you are photographing a shiny gold, silver or glass item you will get a 

better photograph if use natural rather than artificial daylight whenever 

possible. 

# To avoid reflections, do not put items on shiny surfaces if you are using 

flashlight. You can temporarily dull the surface of silverware by putting 

it in the fridge without damaging it. 

# If you have jewellery in its own box, photograph the box. Boxes are 

often stolen as well and can help police trace your property. 

# Make sure you photograph all serial or model numbers on iten1s, such as 

televisions or music systems and make a note of them. If it is heavy 

equipment you can photograph it where it is. 

# With paintings, make sure you take a close-up of the artist's signature as 

well as a full size picture. 

# Photograph closely any damage or repair marks on paintings and the 

weave on the back of the painting as well. 

# When you take a flash photograph of a painting, stand at a slight angle to 

avoid any reflection from the glass or oil paints. 

# The chances are you will not have anything stolen but if you do it is better 

to be prepared and help the police get your property back to you. 

Thieves will steal anything from you so photograph any item you value then, 

if it is stolen, the police can use your photograph to try to trace your property 

and return it to you. 
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NEW MEMBERS 
The Dulwich Estate has submitted to the Charities Commissioners the names of 

eleven trustees nominated by various beneficiaries under the 1993 Charities Act. 

They are: 

Nominated by the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Very Rev. Dr. Arthur Wesley 

Carr, The Deanery, 20 Charlotte Street, Bristol, Avon, BS 1 SPZ, for five years. 

Nominated by the President of the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 

Gerald Francis Bowden, TD, MA, FRICS, 130 Kennington Park Road, London 

SE11 4DJ, for five years. 

Nominated by St. Olave's and St. Saviour's Grammar School, John Holland 

Willigis Sibberand, MA (Cantab) FTII, Dryad's Hall, Woodbury Hill, Loughton, 

Essex IG10 1JB, for four years. 

Nominated by the Central Foundation Schools of London, Anthony Malcom 

Tiscoe, FCA, Brentmead House, Britannia Road, London, N12 9RU, for three 

years. 

Nominated by the Almshouses Charity, Alan Richard Davis, 113 Court Lane, 

Dulwich, London, SE21 7EE, for two years. 

Nominated by Dulwich College, Jeremy Millard Butler Gotch, MA, FCIT, 21 

Alleyn Road, Dulwich, London, SE21 SAB, for five years and Professor Charles 

Donald Cowan, CBE, MA, PhD, FRAS, 34 Great Brownings, Dulwich, SE21 

7HP, for three years. 

Nominated by Alleyn's School, Raymond John Chandler Cousins, BSc, 33 

Hitherwood Drive, London, SE19 1XA, for four years, and Ronald George 

Gray, MA, 4 Dulwich Village, London, SE21 7 AL, for two years. 

Nominated by James Allen's Girls' School, Heather Margaret Orr Rankine, 

BDS, 140 Court Lane, Dulwich, London, SE21 7EB, for three years; Gillian 

Margaret Bailey, LLB, Kingwood House, Chislehurst Road, Bickley, Kent, BR1 

2NJ for five years; William Barrie Fraser, 1 Alleyn Road, Dulwich, London, 

SE21 SAB, for four years; Richard Taylor Monteith, B. Eng DIP, TP, MRTPI, 

12 Acacia Grove, Dulwich, SE21 SER, for three years; Andrew Joanes, BA, 

LLM, 20 Woodall Drive, Dulwich, London, SE21 7HJ, for two years. 
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NO EDEN, SE21 
Dear Sir, 

Dulwich has got to be the noisiest suburb of London. 

When I retired I had hoped to have a nice quiet time at home and do some 

gardening. My office in Covent Garden was a haven of peace compared with 

Dulwich. 

Here we have non-stop throbbing, humming, drumming, buzzing and thumping 

all day and n10st of the night, added to which there is an almost non-stop 

procession of 'planes grinding overhead and bo01ning of car radios across the 

sports field. As soon as one thing stops another starts. An industrial estate 

would be quieter; at least it would normally only be working for 8 to 5! 

Gardening is out of the question; I just get a splitting headache. 

Dear Editor, 

E. A. Gildersleve 
Elm croft 

2A Dovercourt Road 
East Dulwich 

London 
SE22 8ST 

FRIENDS OF ART 

One of the n10st important an1enities of Dulwich enjoyed by both locals and 

foreigners alike (I live in Forest Hill) is our splendid Picture Gallery. I was 

delighted to note therefore that the aims of the Dulwich Society are in essence 

the same as those of the Friends of Dulwich Picture Gallery - to do all we can 

"to foster and safeguard" our treasure, for such it is. 

Whilst much has been written here and elsewhere about the Gallery itself, it 

occurs to n1e that there can be few Galleries in the world where a large part of 
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the pleasure is derived from being outside without even venturing within. Any 

of you who, on one of the recent hot days, strolled in the beautiful Gallery 

gardens, sat for a while (and perhaps sampled the delicious food available at the 

Tea Tent) will understand what I mean. This is in part thanks to the active 

interest some of your members. As you will also know, the Gallery building 

itself is of outstanding architectural interest and both of these factors must have 

given Rick Mather, the architect of the proposed new extension, enormous 

headaches. We are hopeful that when the plans and model go on public display 

the weekend of 14th/15th September you will find the extension to be a 

sympathetic solution to a difficult problem. 

The recent highly successful Dutch Flower Painting Exhibition and the resulting 

Flower Show brought many a first-time visitor to the Gallery. What joy it was 

to be in Dulwich then! The Gallery deserves the praise it received from public 

and critics for bringing together for the first time in this country such a glorious 

collection of paintings. The exhibitions in the pipe-line will also give great 

enjoyment. Many of the recent visitors were amazed at the brilliance of the 

permanent collection too and vowed to return. We are pleased to have helped 

to put Dulwich even more securely on the map and to demonstrate how easy it 

is to reach - and how worthwhile. 

The Friends programme of events for next season will shortly be winging its way 

to many of you who are already Friends - those overlapping Dulwich circles. 

However, if you are not already a Friend, why not come along one evening to a 

lecture, a concert or our "Auction of Promises" and find out what we can ofl:er. 

That way you might become a Friend yourself - and I shall have the pleasure of 

meeting you in person. 
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Desna Allan 

Chainnan) Friends of Dulwich Picture Gallery 

College Road) SE21 

HEALTH CENTRE 
Dear Editor, May I refer to the article on health on Page 35 of the current issue 
(Summer 1996 No 109) unsigned. 

I take strong exception to the con1ment on the Peckham Health Centre, 
"unfortunate memories of the ill-conceived Centre of years ago." 

Dr Williamson's approach to the concept of health care was enlightened and 
imaginative and the Health Centre of 60 years ago would out-rival many leisure 
centres of today. 

Philip Spooner 

7 6 Homestall Road 

London) SE22 OSB 

Several readers have written in the same vein and the criticism, as it appeared, 
was ill-judged and which we much regret. It was a phrase in a larger 
context which was deleted from the magazine for reasons of space. The 
argument which should have been advanced was that people become very 
attached to their hospitals, clinics and health centres to a point of sentimentality 
which is itself n1orbid. Dulwich Hospital and Peckham Health Centre are cases 
in point. What no one, certainly no politician of any party can foresee, is the 
future birth, death or sickness rate in any population area which must decide 
how many hospitals and how many beds must be provided for years into the 
distant future. That is why they are built here and closed there from time to 
time to n1eet the needs of the people. Dr Williamson indeed created Peckham 
Health Centre for the original needs of the time but in its history, according to 
our many readers who wrote, it had to be closed two, three or four times. Even 
the educational facility which replaced it in the old building has now been shut. 
Dulwich Hospital, with the friendly "cottage hospital" approach of its staff, has 
survived for many years for purposes many of which are no longer required, 
hence the proposed change of use, it is a sharne but it is a fact of modern life. -
Editor. 
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AUTUMN DRAMA 
Following the success of their last year's production of David Hare's play 

Raci11g De111011, the Dulwich Players will be presenting his lesser-known but no 
less engrossing work The Secret Rapture as their first production of the new season 
on Friday and Saturday October 25 and 26 at the Edward Alleyn Hall, Dulwich 
College. 

This play charts the relationship between two sisters whose lives change 
dramatically as one, a successful junior minister, tries to impose her values on her 
less ambitious but equally strong-minded sister who refuses to compromise her 
integrity. The effects of their actions ricochet through their closest relationships 
with explosive results. 

As the critics said: "... dramatic writing of a high order . . . intelligent and 
entertaining". (Daily Telegraph) 

and" ... Brilliantly written examination of the fragility of hun1an 
relationships". (New States111a11) Proceeds are being given to Amnesty 
International. 
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